The recent discovery of the Spectre and Meltdown attacks represents a watershed moment not just for the field of Computer Security, but also of Programming Languages. This paper explores speculative side-channel attacks and their implications for programming languages. These attacks leak information through micro-architectural side-channels which we show are not mere bugs, but in fact lie at the foundation of optimization. We identify three open problems, (1) finding side-channels, (2) understanding speculative vulnerabilities, and (3) mitigating them. For (1) we introduce a mathematical meta-model that clarifies the source of side-channels in simulations and CPUs. For (2) we introduce an architectural model with speculative semantics to study recently-discovered vulnerabilities. For (3) we explore and evaluate software mitigations and prove one correct for this model. Our analysis is informed by extensive offensive research and defensive implementation work for V8, the production JavaScript virtual machine in Chrome. Straightforward extensions to model real hardware suggest these vulnerabilities present formidable challenges for effective, efficient mitigation. As a result of our work, we now believe that speculative vulnerabilities on today's hardware defeat all language-enforced confidentiality with no known comprehensive software mitigations, as we have discovered that untrusted code can construct a universal read gadget to read all memory in the same address space through side-channels. In the face of this reality, we have shifted the security model of the Chrome web browser and V8 to process isolation.
Introduction
Computer systems aspire to enforce three key security properties: confidentiality, integrity, and availability [3] . Of these, confidentiality is the property that guarantees private information can only be accessed by authorized parties. Confidentiality is the basis for many security mechanisms, including passwords, access tokens, TANs, cookies, and capabilities. It is enforced through a number of mechanisms, including encryption, spatial, temporal, or virtual separation, and mediation through access checks. When ensuring confidentiality, it is not enough for implementations to be functionally correct. In addition to computing the correct result, private data must not leak to unauthorized parties by any means. Such leakage can happen through unforeseen information channels, called side-channels. Any measurable property of a computer implementation has the potential to be a side-channel.
Side-channels are an important area of study for computer systems and processes that deal with highvalue secrets like crypto systems. These attacks are not merely theoretical, as practical attacks have been demonstrated as far back as 1996 [19] . In high-security contexts, algorithms, software, and hardware are carefully designed to eliminate as many side-channels as possible. This seems to be a never-ending battle, as attacks have been demonstrated using an amazing variety of measurements, including electromagnetic emissions [1] , energy consumption [21] , power lines [11] , microphones [10] , high resolution cameras [8] , IR photon detectors [6] , and even the ambient light sensor of smartphones [32] . Timing attacks use time itself as the measurable property, inferring confidential information by differential analysis of the varying time required to execute operations on or related to secret information. Timing was in fact one of the first side-channels used to attack crypto systems [19] .
Timing side-channels are abundant because reducing execution time is an important goal of software and hardware engineering, and modern computer systems employ many optimizations which depend on the dynamic values of computations and thus might leak information about those dynamic values. Confidentiality is at risk when code of different parties share resources such as a processor core, processor, processor package, memory bus, DRAM, cache, or disk. Side-channels can exist both in time-sharing scenarios, where state persists between context switches, or in concurrent scenarios where processes directly contend for resources.
A classic example is processor caches which store the address and value of recently accessed memory locations. Subsequent memory addresses are then faster for cached addresses, revealing information about which addresses were or were not recently accessed. [5] was the first to use cache timing as a side-channel to attack crypto systems. In principle, any processor unit with hidden state has the potential to store sensitive information and to leak this information to subsequently or concurrently executing code via a timing channel. Outside of the CPU itself, DRAM can also be a side-channel [27] , since it contains active and inactive rows. [9] gives a more complete account of known attacks that use microarchitectural components.
Security acknowledges that trust has levels. Kernels are part of the trusted computing base, offering a platform for semi-trusted and trusted applications as isolated processes. For the vast majority of installed applications, such as word processors or video games, we simply trust that they don't to steal our personal information and credentials, or attempt to impersonate us to third parties. These attacks are however extremely serious for crypto systems and production settings when servers are virtualized on the same hardware, or the extreme case where multiple, competing, untrusted clients run on shared cloud computing platforms [31] . In the case of a Web browser, where webpages run untrusted code and applications run semi-trusted code on devices close to us, trust is lower, and these attacks become relevant. For the Web, untrusted JavaScript and WebAssembly code is sandboxed at multiple granularities to protect both the user's system and other webpages' private content. As such, side-channels are now emerging as a real threat for the web platform.
Security in Programming Languages
Computer systems are massively complex, requiring oversimplification and reasoning via analogy. In this vein we can for the moment view them as a tower of abstractions that ultimate rests upon physics and builds upwards, from electrons to circuits, from circuits to micro-architectures, from micro-architectures to micro-ops, from micro-ops to ISAs, from ISAs to system software and libraries, and then programming languages, themselves an abstraction comprised of a some combination of a static compiler, runtime system, and virtual machine. When we consider with emulation and virtualization via hypervisors, the tower of hardware and software can include an unbounded number of emulation layers. Abstractions go further up from applications, of course, beyond a single computer to networked computer systems, clusters, databases, clouds, the internet, the Web.
In this view, programming languages, as most people use them, are square in the middle of this tower of abstractions, though they are relevant to upper layers that are programmable. Being the abstraction in which algorithms are expressed means the security properties of a programming language are therefore paramount to the security of algorithms and systems implemented with it. Security at this layer is important, since many decades of experience have shown us that secure hardware is not enough and securing software has many remaining challenges.
Although it is rarely explicitly recognized by name, most programming languages enforce various degrees of both integrity and confidentiality for programmer-created abstractions, preventing bugs and unpredictable results and increasing our confidence in software correctness. Basic programming language mechanisms such as proper scoping, namespace separation, storage separation, dynamic bounds checks, and both static and dynamic type checks are all attempts to prevent one part of a program or library from accessing another's data inappropriately. Of course, some languages are more explicitly securityconscious than others. For example some languages express confidentiality explicitly [28] . An early example is Jif [25] which extends Java with a type system that expresses principals and access rights and extends the Java type system to ensure that data cannot be read by principals that were not granted access rights.
In mainstream modern languages, strong type systems are designed to guarantee that a program cannot exhibit certain dangerous behaviors which might jeopardize integrity, confidentiality, and availability. A strong type system allows reasoning about programs manipulating sensitive data. Memory safety is among the crucial properties a strong type system must enforce. In principle, memory-safe languages can guarantee strong isolation similar to process isolation as offered by common hardware and operating systems. There even have been serious efforts [14, 26] to build operating systems where processes share the same address space and are only isolated by a memory-safe programming language. In this case, the burden of ensuring confidentiality rests fully on the type system, compiler, and runtime system rather than on hardware/OS process isolation. A language implementation may enforce security properties through a combination of static and dynamic checks.
Language security is a powerful tool, but what if a programming language is run on insecure hardware? What if the CPU, even if verified to be architecturally correct [29] , allows the program to bypass language security measures through side channels, which are outside architectural models? Our proofs of type safety and of type system soundness, which help us enforce confidentiality through integrity of abstractions, taint freedom, and other things, would suddenly be called into question. In short, that would be bad.
A new and pervasive threat
To date, timing attacks and side-channels have only been used to observe legitimate computations that happened in the ordinary course of a program's execution. Thus the risk for information leakage could be determined by considering the algorithm and the data it processes. In turn, this was mostly seen as a risk for encryption algorithms and other programs doing heavy computations on sensitive data. This offered the possibility to selectively harden sensitive algorithms.
Information leaks from speculative execution represent a different level of threat that we must now begin to understand and reason about. Spectre [13, 20] allows for information to be leaked from computations that should have never happened according to the architectural semantics of the processor. Spectre attacks use targeted manipulations of the shared microarchitectural state to trigger ordinarily impossible computations, either in untrusted code on which an implementation imposes safety checks, or by injecting dangerous speculative behavior into trusted code. In either case, Spectre allows for low-level read access to all of the addressable memory. This puts arbitrary in-memory data at risk, even data "at rest" that is not currently involved in computations and was previously considered safe from side-channel attacks.
This paper is an attempt to distil and clarify that threat. As a result of our 1 work on Spectre, we now know that information leaks may affect all processors that perform speculation, regardless of instruction set architecture, manufacturer, clock speed, virtualization, or timer resolution. Since the initial disclosure of three classes of speculative vulnerabilities, all major vendors have reported affected products, including Intel, ARM, AMD, MIPS, IBM, and Oracle. This class of flaws are deeper-at the microarchitectural level of the processor-and more widely distributed-in essentially every high performance processorthan perhaps any security flaw in history, affecting billions of CPUs in production across all device classes. While speculation is often informally equated with branch prediction, the concept of speculation is broader, since processors speculate in other ways not related to branch prediction, as we show in section 3.4.4. Vulnerabilities from speculative execution are not processor bugs but are more properly considered fundamental design flaws, since they do not arise from errata. Troublingly, these fundamental design flaws were overlooked by top minds for decades. Our paper shows these leaks are not only design flaws, but are in fact foundational, at the very base of theoretical computation. On the opposite end of the spectrum, we detail our practical attempts at software mitigation in a production virtual machine entrusted with the security of the Web.
Contributions
• A formal model of microarchitectural side-channels and optimizations
• An abstract amplification technique to make even the smallest timing difference detectable with any resolution clock
• A formal model that explains several recently-discovered classes of speculative vulnerabilities
• A succinct description of the ultimate leak from speculation: the universal read gadget
• Construction of the universal read gadget using multiple vulnerabilities
• An analysis of exploitable source language features
• A formal analysis of mitigations for the variant 1 vulnerability
• Discussion of mitigations for other variants
Understanding microarchitectural side-channels
It is often convenient to think of a CPU as an interpreter which executes instructions, maintaining a program counter, registers, and memory along the way, a collection of information which together comprise what is known as the architectural state of a program. Yet in reality, all CPUs are simulators; they are implemented as complex circuits organized into register files, functional units, tables, forwarders, caches, and many other things, each with their own internal administrative state, and only simulate the action of an interpreter. A CPU's internal state, often called the microarchitectural state, abbreviated here µ-state, is hidden by the abstraction that the CPU provides to programs. However, as we'll see in this section, this abstraction is more permeable than it would at first appear, once we consider the ability to measure execution time. For the moment, let's step back from concrete computers and introduce a mathematical meta-model to make reasoning about state-transition systems both abstract and rigorous. The meta-model allows us to reason about any kind of computational system, not just CPUs, Turing machines, or equivalent calculi. We use a simulation relation that relates architectural states to µ-architectural states, allowing many correct µ-states to map to a single architectural state. It is exactly in this differential mapping where side-channels can occur. This model is deterministic and requires only a single event counter, or timer, to extract information from the side-channel. This shows that these vulnerabilities are not the result of complex nondeterministic machines or specific CPU bugs, but are in fact, fundamental to simulation in general.
Architecture We define an architecture α : P × Σ → Σ as a computable function α ρ (σ) = σ ′ where ρ ∈ P represents a program, and σ ∈ Σ represents the state of the program. We denote an architecture for programs P with states Σ by Λ P, Σ . We make no restrictions on the language of programs P or the language of states Σ as long as they are countable sets. In the next section it will be convenient to mimic a real CPU by modeling memory cells, but for now we allow P and Σ to encode any kind of computation, e.g. with syntactic terms like λx.x and reduction rules. Further, we assume nothing about how α is most succinctly described, whether it be mathematically with a small-step semantics, operationally with a state transition diagram, or procedurally as a set of instructions for yet another architecture.
µ-Architecture We define the execution semantics of a µ-architecture for α : Λ P, Σ as an architecture m : Λ P, ∆ where we choose two sets of observable states Ω Σ ⊆ Σ and Ω ∆ ⊆ ∆ such that there exists a simulation relation function R : Ω ∆ → Ω Σ with:
• ∀σ ∈ Ω Σ , ∃µ ∈ Ω ∆ such that R(µ) = σ meaning that all observable architectural states have at least one corresponding observable µ-architectural state (i.e. the relation is surjective).
The relation R may map many µ i to a single σ, allowing m the freedom to add additional details like a memory cache or branch predictor state. It is exactly this extra state that can exhibit side-channels.
We can now precisely define correctness for an α and its implementation m as a condition on execution paths between observable related states.
meaning that for any architectural execution path between two observable states, there is a µ-architectural execution path between correspondingly related observable µ-states.
Since architectures are deterministic state transition systems, we can make use of the existential quantifier for the correctness property 2 .
Writing information into µ-state
The additional state of a µ-architecture might be used by a crafty program to encode information which is hidden from the architectural state. To see this, consider an architecture α : Λ P, Σ and implementation m : Λ P, ∆ . Consider a program w ∈ P that receives as input either 0 or 1 and writes this bit into the µ-architectural state and then "forgets" it. More precisely:
• ∀b ∈ {0, 1} let Σ w (b) ⊂ Ω Σ be the architectural states encoding b as input to w with Σ w (0) ∩ Σ w (1) = ∅
• ∃φ ∈ Ω Σ , ∀σ ∈ Σ w (b), ∃n such that α w n (σ) = φ meaning that all inputs representing 0 or 1 converge to the same observable state φ
3 µ-architectural paths that lead observable states related to φ preserve the input bit b and can be inspected by the function V .
We encode the input bit b by starting with a σ chosen from the appropriate set. By design, when w executes, it converges on a common state φ, thus "forgetting" b at the architectural level. However, w organizes the output µ-states into two disjoint sets, and with the function V , b can be recovered. Thus the program w constitutes a write mechanism for a µ-architectural side-channel.
Reading information from µ-state
A correct implementation of an architecture is a complete abstraction: even with a write mechanism to store information in µ-architectural state, the information is, by design, inaccessible at the architectural level. However, many architectures offer ways to measure some aspect of the µ-state. This can be a direct measurement (e.g. is a given memory address in cache) or some approximation of the execution history (e.g. a timer or an event counter ). These mechanisms may violate the architectural abstraction and allow a crafty program to create a read mechanism to complete the construction of a side-channel.
Events. For an architecture α : Λ P, Σ , we define an event as a predicate function P E : P × Σ → {0, 1} that determines if a special situation E has occurred at a given state. It is straightforward for a program to count its own events, maintaining a counter encoded in Σ. Such architectural event counters pose no threat to the integrity of the architectural abstraction. However, very often a µ-architecture counts µ-architectural events (i.e. with a predicate over ∆) and offers an API function f E : () → N to return the counter value. This does indeed break the abstraction, allowing programs to construct the read mechanism to complete the side-channel.
Clocks. It's easy to see that clocks are simply special cases of event counters. The basic building block of all clocks is the step counter (i.e. P E (ρ, µ) = 1) which advances for every step of the µ-architecture execution. Of course a clock may advance at a different rate than the step counter and potentially drift. To model this, we define a clock C : N → N as a linear, monotonically increasing function from the step counter:
All clocks start at 0 initially.
• C(n + 1) ≥ C(n) Each reading is greater than or equal to the last (monotonically increasing).
• ∃r ∈ R > 0 and B ∈ N such that ∀n |C(n) − rn| ≤ B Every clock has a nonzero average rate r and a drift bound B such that every reading is within B of the linear function rn.
Thus a clock measures the passage of time as an ever-increasing number, never runs backwards, and always runs at more or less the same rate, no matter how long we use it.
A timing channel that exploits optimizations
CPUs and simulators take shortcuts to improve the execution time of programs, making use of mechanisms such as caches and branch predictors. A common theme among most such optimizations is that they depend only on µ-state: a single architectural state can result in different execution time, depending on whether the µ-state is "fast" or "slow". This differential is the basis of a timing channel, as a program intentionally manipulates µ-state to trigger either fast or slow executions.
A timing channel, like all information channels, is comprised of separate read and write mechanisms. It is easy to construct a program whose execution time varies by any given amount by simply having the program do completely different things depending on the input. However, we are interested in timing channels at the µ-architectural level, where programs that exhibit no visible architectural divergence depending on their input, nevertheless exploit µ-architectural differences for timing channel construction. Such timing channels are not visible without a µ-architectural model.
These can be described as follows:
• Write mechanism. We will use the term optimization trigger to denote a program fragment trig that intentionally introduces a difference in the µ-state that will lead to different execution time for another program, in the future. As in 2.2, trig takes as input a bit b and organizes µ-states such that a function V can recover the bit.
• Read mechanism. We will use the term optimization opportunity to denote a program fragment opt whose execution time varies depending on its input µ-state. By executing opt, information is transferred from the µ-state domain into the timing domain. To complete the mechanism, i.e. to finish the implementation of V , we read the information from the timing domain back into the architectural domain by simply reading the clock and deciding if execution was fast or slow.
Amplification Lemma
As we have now seen, the last step of a timing channel's read mechanism is to read the clock. However, a clock may in fact have lower resolution than variation in µ-steps due to optimizations. For example, an L1 cache hit on today's fastest CPUs may take 3 cycles, while a miss to L2 may take 12 or more cycles. For a processor running at 3Ghz, this difference of 9 cycles is therefore 3 nanoseconds, much smaller than the 1000-nanosecond-resolution clocks typically offered by most programming language APIs. Is the information therefore gone, inaccessible to programs? The answer is, unfortunately, no. The information remains as fractional bits stored in the timing domain. These fractional bits can be made visible with a lower resolution clock using a variety of amplification techniques, e.g. by simply batching multiple optimization triggers, or repeating the trigger+optimization combination as many times as needed.
Lemma. Suppose we have an architecture a and implementation m.
• let trig represent an optimization trigger and opt represent an optimization opportunity.
• let r and B be the clock rate and drift bound of the clock available in m.
• let δ be the timing difference, in µ-steps, between the fastest execution of opt for input 0 and the slowest execution for input 1.
• let rB = ceiling(max (B, B/r)/δ).
• let ρ rB = Compile(".
The above program executes the same number of architectural steps, no matter its input. However, it amplifies the µ-architectural timing differences due to trig and opt to be detectable with any clock, if we know the clock rate and its drift bound. Since the timing domain is cumulative, we can repeatedly write fractional bits into the timing domain, and then when we are sure their sum is more than the clock resolution, we can extract a whole bit with a single clock reading.
Generality. We argue that nearly all optimizations that could be performed by a µ-architecture are observable using this amplification technique or a similar one. The argument ultimately rests on the ability to repeat an optimization arbitrarily many times. Intuitively this is always possible since by design, optimizations are intended to improve the asymptotic runtime of a program (i.e. make it N % faster), no matter how long it runs. An optimization that shuts off after some number of repetitions achieves only a constant speedup (i.e. a maximum of K seconds faster), which approaches 0% the longer a program runs. We can also argue directly from the technical details of optimizations. Since optimizations are based on local µ-state observations, including local history, the extra state needed to maintain a loop can always be separated from the state that triggers the optimization, forcing the optimization to repeatedly occur.
Impossibility of complete mitigation with timers. Based on the generality argument, we argue that mitigating timing channels by manipulating timers is impossible, nonsensical, and in any case ultimately self-defeating. For example, a common thought is that perhaps the µ-architecture can track all time that has been saved due to optimizations and somehow charge the program back. To see why this does not work, first, we require the timer to track the µ-architectural steps as a clock with bounded drift, so the µ-architecture cannot lie forever about the clock. Instead, it must regularly charge the program back, e.g. by waiting in order to stay with the drift bound. Such a scheme is nonsensical because it simply wastes µ-steps 4 . We argue that elaborate charge-back systems like this are equivalent to not doing optimizations at all; they approach a constant time implementation with resolution of the drift bound. As such, the asymptotic performance benefit from optimizations is again 0. Indeed, it may be case that constant-time implementations may be the only way to avoid leaks via timing side-channels. Timer coarsening as a mitigation at best lowers the effective bandwidth of a timing channel and simply increases the complexity of the read and write mechanisms without making them impossible.
Arch-Store In the last section, we proved that any µ-architectural optimization is ultimately observable at the architectural level through timing, showing a general amplification technique to construct programs that repeatedly trigger the same optimization in order to amplify its effect. In that exercise we used a metamodel to show that information leaks affect all models of computation. In this section we introduce a series of semantic models to study the problem of information leaks due to speculative execution like that in today's CPUs. Note that we don't model multi-core systems, threads, pipelines, or memory barriers, as these are not necessary to demonstrate speculative vulnerabilities.
In Figure 1 , we introduce the language of programs and states and the execution semantics of programs. We will use this architecture for the remainder of this section.
• A program ρ consists of a vector i of instructions indexed with an integer program counter.
• The architectural states σ consist of a triple pc, R, M of program counter pc ∈ Z, a vector R ∈ Z of registers, and vector M ∈ Z representing memory.
• A branch has an input condition register r c and a relative pc offset.
• A jump is an unconditional indirect jump to the pc contained in the register r d .
Microarchitecture
Our architecture is simple yet complete enough to illustrate several broad of classes vulnerabilities that arise from speculative execution. We will now begin enhancing this architecture with models of µ-architectural state in order to study how speculative vulnerabilities arise.
Modeling memory caches
We extend the architectural state of the program Σ by adding µ-state C : Z Cmax a list of cached memory addresses of maximum fixed capacity C max > 0 which holds the addresses currently stored in the cache. We add a cache-update function LRU n : (Z n , Z) → Z n which models adding a new memory address to the cache and evicting the least-recently-used 5 address if necessary to limit the entries to n. Evaluation rules are as before, with the following modifications to the rules for load and store:
That is, we require that loads and stores first load their addresses into the cache, penalizing uncached accesses with an extra µ-step.
Branch Predictor State
Branch prediction is a far more complex process than adding a cache, since the CPU begins to execute instructions speculatively before a branch outcome is known, and discard the architectural effects if the speculation is wrong. However, the µ-state to feed branch prediction is relatively simple. We add µ-state B : (Z, B)
Bmax a list of program counter location/prediction pairs of maximum fixed capacity B max > 0. We add a prediction-update function
n that updates the prediction for a branch given its outcome. The prediction state is updated after a branch outcome is known. It will be used later in section 3.1.4.
Record-BranchNotTaken
Indirect Branch Predictor State
We model indirect branch prediction by additional µ-state J : (Z, Z) Jmax a list of program counter location pairs of maximum fixed capacity J max > 0. While similar to the branch predictor state, this jump table, which is often referred to as the branch target buffer in computer architecture literature, stores a target address for each indirect jump. As with the branch prediction state, we add a function
n which updates the jump table with the target address for a given jump after it is executed.
Modeling Control Speculation
To model control speculation, we further augment the state with a reorder buffer which is a sequence of instructions that are waiting to be evaluated and will later be committed to the architectural state. The reorder buffer models two aspects of speculative execution:
• Instructions are evaluated out-of-order, after their input dependencies are executed.
• Branch outcome can be predicted before the condition is available, starting speculation.
The semantic state σ, spc, E, B is composed of the architectural state σ, speculative program counter spc that points to the next instruction to issue, reorder buffer E and branch predictor state B. We model the reorder buffer E as a sequence of triples of the form pc, v ⊥ , b , where pc is the address of the instruction in the reorder buffer, v ⊥ is the result value of the instruction if it was evaluated out-of-order, and b ∈ B is the branch prediction for branch instructions, ignored for non-branches.
The operational semantics for speculative execution is split into three groups of rules. The issue rules (Figure 2 ), which for instructions that do not speculate, insert an entry into the reorder buffer for that instruction. For the branch instruction, the issue rule ignores the condition and instead uses the branch predictor to determine the new program counter, recording the branch prediction in the reorder buffer entry (rule S-Branch-Issue). The execute rules (Figure 3 ) evaluate instructions with available dependencies. We only have execute rules for instructions that produce values, the available values in registers and memory are computed by auxiliary reorder buffer lookup predicates in Figure 5 . The commit rules (Figure 4 ) update the architectural state with the result of the oldest instruction in the reorder buffer. Since our architectural semantics is determistic, we just lift the architectural semantics rules to the microarchitectural rules for all the instructions that cannot mis-speculate (S-NS-Commit).
When committing the branch instruction, we flush the reorder buffer if the speculated condition turned out to be wrong (rule S-Predict-Fail).
where non-speculating instruction predicate is defined by It is useful to observe that the branch speculative semantics coincides with the architectural semantics until the first misspeculation in the reorder buffer. To make the notions of state agreement and misspeculation precise, we will say that program ρ's architectural state σ = pc, R, M agrees with its microarchitectural state pc ). Note that we do not have to decode the buffer because our architectural semantics is deterministic. For a nondeterminstic architecture, we would have to replay the instructions contained in the reorder buffer.
S-Op-Execute Figure 3 : Speculative semantics -execute instructions. We will say that program ρ's microarchitectural state mis-speculates at reorder buffer depth m if m-th entry in the reorder buffer is a branch with prediction b and evaluating the condition by applying the first m instructions from the reorder buffer on the architectural state disagrees with b. More precisely, we say pc
, B mis-speculates in reorder buffer depth m ≤ n if ρ[pc m ] = branch r c d and for apply(ρ, pc 
Timer
To implement a counter that counts µ-architectural steps, we add µ-state T ∈ N and extend the semantics with a meta-rule that increments the count for every step of evaluation. Reading the timer is then accomplished with the straightforward rule.
S-LookupM-Base 
Composing µ-architectural extensions
As we've seen in the previous sections, a number of extensions are possible to model µ-architectural mechanisms by adding state and additional evaluation rules. To create a complete model of a µ-architecture, we can compose these extensions into a larger model that contains state for caches, branch prediction, indirect branch prediction, out-of-order execution, and a timer. As most of these extensions have orthogonal state, this is generally straightforward (though perhaps tedious).
Cache-based side-channels
Real CPU caches copy data in physical memory, include virtual or physical tags, and include µ-state for tracking dirtiness and implementing coherency protocols across multiple cache levels spread over many cores and processors. Our model is thus very simplified, since these fine details are not needed for our purposes.
Encoding information in cachedness
Caches are typically measured by their capacity to store program data, yet we recognize they have a meta-information capacity, C info that represents the information they store about program history. This capacity depends on the exact details of the µ-state, such as the number of levels, replacement policy, inclusiveness, etc. In our model, C info = C max log |M | 6 where C max and |M | are respectively the cache capacity and the maximum memory address.
We need an encoding scheme to store information in the cachedness of memory. The fact that all memory accesses may alter the state of the cache means it must be robust against:
• incidental accesses that occur between storing information in the cache and its retrieval
• accesses by the implementation of the encoding scheme itself, particularly retrieval
• noise caused by interrupt handlers and concurrent processes sharing the same cache
The decoding problem restricts the amount of meta-information we can store, so in practice C info is not achievable. In practice, an attack may only require leaking a single bit or byte at a time. Two schemes are:
• Direct-mapped bits. For a small number b < C max of bits, we choose addresses a 0 . . . a b−1 . We store a 1 for bit i by accessing a i , bringing it into the cache. We store a 0 for bit i by evicting a i from the cache 7 . A program can read bit i by measuring the access time to a i using the timer instruction, determining 1 if fast, 0 if slow.
• Indexed values. Both schemes have advantages and disadvantages. Direct-mapped is space-efficient but requires b accesses to write b bits. It is less robust to information loss, since each stored 1 bit is at risk of being flipped to 0 by eviction through incidental accesses. Indexed-value has the advantage that one access can write b bits, but it requires 2 b accesses to read b bits. It is also more robust to errors, since the one cached memory address which carries information is less likely to be evicted by accident. In our work on real hardware, we typically used the indexed-value scheme with 4 ≤ b ≤ 8, both because it was easier to leak information from speculation this way, and it was more robust to errors and noise.
Vulnerabilities by the Numbers

Variant 1: Speculative Safety Check Bypass
Programs often contain branches that implement safety checks to prevent unsafe runtime behavior such as accessing outside the bounds of allocated memory or accessing an object of an incorrect type. Depending on the programming language semantics, an out-of-bounds access might result in a language-level exception being thrown or a sentinel value like undefined or 0 being returned. Most programs are well-behaved, so safety checks normally pass. When executing such programs, CPU branch predictors quickly learn to predict these branches. The uncommon failed safety check will result in the processor's normal recovery mechanism for incorrectly predicted branches rolling back architectural state to before the mispredicted branch and instead executing the proper architectural path. However, as we have seen in our model, CPUs do not generally rollback the µ-state changes, so changes to caches are not undone. Therein lies our first vulnerability.
An attacker can construct a program that trains the CPU's branch predictor to assume that safety checks normally pass, and then intentionally triggers a misprediction that results in speculatively executing code where safety conditions normally established by branches do not hold. assumed that this was innocent because architectural state rollback would not allow an attacker to make use of any information accessed in misspeculated executions. However, a careful attacker can exfiltrate information from speculative execution through µ-state.
The example in Figure 6 shows a program that attacks bounds checks. The routine vulnerable accepts an integer index argument. Compiled code loads the array length and then checks the index against this length. If the index is in-bounds, it loads the array element and then uses that value as an index into a second array, timing. If the index is out-of-bounds, the code simply returns 0. Clearly, no execution of this program should access outside the bounds of the array, as the load is guarded by a bounds check. However, the attacker trains the branch predictor to assume not-taken (Figure 6d , with µ-state shown in light gray). After training, the attacker crafts a special out-of-bounds access to cause the CPU to mis-speculate and load the out-of-bounds memory location (Figure 6e) . Even though the CPU rolls-back the speculative architectural state and executes @oob, the value at secret has already been encoded into µ-state as the cachedness of the address timing+secret. The attacker decodes the secret data using the techniques in Section 3.3.
Another vulnerability is exposed by indirect jumps, which are typically used by programs to implement type-dispatched behavior, numerically-indexed switch statements and threaded bytecode interpreters. Often the construction of objects in memory enforces implicit safety properties. For example, a typical implementation of classes stores a header word before each object in memory which points to metadata for type A, such as a virtual dispatch table or vtable, if and only if the object is of type A in the source program. An indirect jump through the virtual dispatch table allows the target of the indirect jump to assume, without checking, that receiver objects are of the proper type.
The example shown in Figure 7 shows that indirect branch speculation violates this assumption. The routine vulnerable accepts a single argument which is the address of an object. It assumes that the first memory cell of the object contains a pointer to code that implements a virtual function virtualFunc. If the routine is repeatedly called with objects of type A, the indirect branch predictor will predict that the indirect call always jumps to @A.virtualFunc (Figure 7d ). When the routine is then called with an object of type B, the CPU mispredicts and speculatively jumps to @A.virtualFunc, but with an argument of type B (Figure 7e) type B contain an integer in the second cell. Thus when @A.virtualFunc is executed speculatively on an object of type B, the CPU will confuse an integer field as a pointer, speculatively loading from this attacker-crafted pointer. The attacker ex-filtrates the value again through µ-state of the cache.
Variant 2: Speculative Target Misreconstruction
In variant 1 we've shown that indirect jump prediction can be exploited to bypass the implicit type checks that are part of a typical language's virtual dispatch mechanism. As it turns out, the branch target buffer on most CPUs are approximate in order to save space. For example, Intel 64-bit CPUs only store the low-order 32 bits of the from address (the address of the indirect jump) and the low-order 32 bits of the relative target address (the predicted address). Upon lookup, the predictor ignores the upper 32 bits of the from address and reuses a prediction for an aliased from address. This allows an attacker to train a target indirect branch to speculatively jump to any address within a 4GiB range without ever executing the victim branch. This is particularly bad, because the attacker can create speculative indirect jumps to anywhere, i.e., control flow that cannot possibly exist in the original code, such as jumping into the middle of arbitrary machine code that simply happens to be a leaking gadget. That means an attacker may not even need to craft an instruction sequence, but find an extant instruction sequence in the victim's code, similar to return-oriented programming. This can even work across processes. [20] found that the branch target buffer on Intel chips is shared across hyperthreads on the same core, allowing one process to inject predictions into another. As a mitigation for this attack, a subsequent microcode update from Intel disabled this sharing [16] .
Appendix A.1 provides an illustrative example of a variant 2 attack.
Variant 3: Speculative Hardware Permission Check Bypass
In addition to programmatic safety checks to prevent unsafe runtime behavior, the hardware itself provides certain guarantees via implicit permission checks. User programs should not be able to access unmapped virtual memory addresses, write to read-only memory [18] , or read from kernel memory. Such attempts should result in a faults. Some CPUs seem to check for a fault too late, effectively speculating through a hardware permission check. This depends on the specific details of a CPU's trap mechanism of course; e.g. faulting at retirement is too late if the processor has already accessed the memory and supplied its value to dependent instructions, which leaked the value into µ-state. Lipp et al. [22] , describe a variant 3 attack that enables leakage of data in kernel memory to a userspace process. These hardware checks are sometimes used by the CPU as a general mechanism to interrupt the program and transfer control to the kernel. It has been discovered that Intel CPUs use it to implement an optimization called Lazy FPU state restore [23] . Upon context switch between two applications, microprocessors can choose to lazily restore floating-pointer registers of the arriving process. If the program reads from an unrestored register, it receives a stale value (from a previous process) and continues executing speculatively, faulting at retirement. Again, this is too late, since the process might leak the stale value in µ-state.
Variant 4: Speculative Aliasing Confusion
Since memory is often the bottleneck in many programs, modern CPUs utilize not only caching but dynamic alias analysis known as memory disambiguation. When executing a store, the CPU uses a predictor to determine which, if any, subsequent loads will depend on the store. If the prediction is no-alias, the CPU may speculatively execute a later load before the store. If the prediction turns out to be incorrect and the store address and load address are in fact aliases, this will be detected when instructions are being retired in program order, and the load will be aborted and re-executed. This, too, represents a vulnerability, since loads that are speculatively executed out of order observe stale values from memory.
Bypassing stores is only one way a memory disambiguator can speculatively accelerate loads [33] . As long as violations are detected and repaired before retirement, other aggressive forwarding strategies could be implemented. If the memory disambiguator learns that a load typically aliases a store, it could speculatively forward the value even if the source address for the load is not yet known. Similarly the disambiguator could learn that two consecutive loads typically load from the same address, and inject the result from the first load into the second. Like in variant 2, predictions made by the memory disambiguator are subject to implementation details. Appendix A.2 provides an illustrative example of a variant 4 attack.
The Universal Read Gadget
By design, misspeculated execution has no architectural side-effects. That means that no speculative execution vulnerability can alter the architectural state; they are limited to read-only access. However, as we have seen, the four variants we have outlined bypass normal software safety checks and the assumption of language type safety, allowing even a well-typed program to read inaccessible memory. The most general form of out-of-bounds read, a routine that can read all of addressable memory, we term the universal read gadget. Our work on Spectre has led us to the disheartening conclusion:
• Pervasive availability of the Universal read gadget. For most programming languages L with a timer, speculative vulnerabilities on most of today's CPUs allow the construction of a well-typed procedure read(address: int, bit: int) → bit that uses a µ-architectural side-channel to read the bit of the contents of the process memory at the given address.
The universal read gadget is not necessarily a straightforward construction. It requires detailed knowledge of the µ-architectural characteristics of the CPU and knowledge of the language implementation, whether that be a static compiler or a virtual machine. Additionally, the gadget might have particularly unusual performance and concurrency characteristics:
• if the timer is low resolution, the gadget requires amplification
• the gadget may require training µ-architectural predictors in a complex warmup phase
• the gadget may fail probabilistically due to noise from interrupts, frequency scaling, or predictor algorithms with hidden state, and thus requires repeated attempts
What characteristics of a programming language make it exploitable on today's modern hardware? As we have seen, access to a timer, no matter the resolution, leaks µ-architectural information. We point out several language features whose typical implementations may be vulnerable to Spectre. In these we found that a key to constructing the universal read gadget was speculative pointer crafting, whereby an attacker exploits speculation to trick the implementation into interpreting attacker-controlled input as a machine-level pointer, feeding this pointer into a (normally innocent, but speculatively dangerous) load to achieve the universal read gadget.
Source-language features we have determined to be vulnerable include:
1. Indexed data structures with dynamic bounds checks. As seen in our example variant 1 vulnerability, bounds checks inserted into code by either static or dynamic compiler can be trained to be mispredicted, causing speculative out-of-bounds accesses.
2. Differential data structure shapes. Data structures of different types have different layouts in memory. Code manipulating objects of different shapes, e.g. objects of two different classes, can be trained to execute with improper object layouts, causing type confusion leading to pointer crafting [12] .
3. Dynamically shaped structures. In languages that have dynamically typed objects where the underlying storage may change shape, mispredicted shape checks may allow an attacker to read out of the bounds of an object's shape into nearby objects, which can contain attacker-controlled values.
4. Variadic arguments to functions. Like other dynamic data structures, both variant 1 and variant 4 vulnerabilities apply to the implementation of variadic functions, where an argument count check can be trained to allow accessing out-of-bounds of the real arguments, or a stale argument can be accessed, both leading to pointer crafting.
5.
Interpreter dispatch loop. The interpreter dispatch loop of a virtual machine typically consists of one or more indirect branches. The loop can be trained to speculatively transfer control to either the wrong bytecode (variant 1) or attacker-controlled code (variant 2), leading to pointer crafting.
6. Indirect control transfers. The variant 2 example can be exploited with indirect function calls in languages with first class functions or with virtual dispatch in object-oriented languages. Improper speculative control transfer leads to type confusion and pointer crafting.
7. Call stack. The CPU can be trained into mispredicting return addresses due to another internal predictor known as the return address stack [24] , leading to pointer crafting.
8. Switch statements. Switch statements that are compiled to jump tables can be used to train the indirect branch predictor, either directly or through aliasing, to transfer control to code with improper type assumptions, leading to pointer crafting.
In our offensive work for JavaScript and WebAssembly implementations, detailed in the next section, we developed proof-of-concept universal read gadgets using many of the above mechanisms. As our examples show, our semantic model is able to capture the fundamental vulnerabilities that these gadgets rely upon, though architectural details determine exploitability. Items near the top of the list generally require less knowledge than those at the bottom of the list. In particular, we found variant 1 to be quite simple to exploit. For managed languages, variant 3 is only different from variant 1 in that superuser memory can be accessed. Variant 2 is only easily exploitable if one has direct control over the virtual memory addresses of code. Variant 4 can be difficult to exploit reliably due to the black box nature of the memory disambiguator state. We focused exclusively on in-process attacks and not cross-process attacks.
Mitigations
Disabling Speculation
The most obvious mitigation against Spectre attacks is to explicitly disable speculation. Unfortunately most CPUs don't provide such a mechanism, and even when they do, not to user-level programs. On Intel CPUs the manufacturer recommendation is to use an LFENCE instruction to prevent speculation across this barrier as a protection for variant 1 [15] .
Unfortunately this approach has a number of limitations. First, the instruction was not designed as a speculation barrier, but as a memory load barrier. It prevents future speculative memory loads, and so mitigates side-channels that ex-filtrate data via the cache as all the examples in Section 3.4. However the microarchitectural implementation details are proprietary and impossible to audit. It is not known what effects it really has. Indeed, this could be a problem if CPUs continue to speculatively execute other instructions, which still influence other µ-state and also consume execution time. Second, this mitigation is local, and careful thought is required to insert LFENCE before every vulnerable operation. Variant 1 can be mitigated by inserting LFENCE before safety-check branches, but mitigating variant 4 may require insertion of an LFENCE before every vulnerable memory load operation, which is drastic. Because the mitigation is local, it cannot directly mitigate against variant 2, because an attacker with the power to speculatively jump anywhere can simply skip any inserted LFENCE. Third, this approach imposes an impractical performance overhead on execution. Requiring the CPU to stall its out-of-order execution pipeline before every branch (variant 1) or even every load operation (variant 4) reduces program performance by orders of magnitude as seen in Section 4.5.
Timer Mitigation
Individual optimizations based on µ-state, such as a cache hit versus miss, give rise to extremely small differences in execution time which require a high resolution timer to detect. We might consider adjusting the precision of timers or removing them altogether as an attempt cripple the program's ability to read timing side-channels.
Unfortunately we now know that this mitigation is not comprehensive. Previous research [30] has shown three problems with timer mitigations: (1) certain techniques to reduce timer resolution are vulnerable to resolution recovery, (2) timers are more pervasive than previously thought and (3) a high resolution timer can be constructed from concurrent shared memory. The Amplification Lemma from Section 2.4 is the final nail in this coffin, as it shows (4) gadgets themselves can be amplified to increase the timing differences to arbitrary levels.
Branchless Masking
As we've now seen in detail, the variant 1 vulnerability means that any safety check inserted as a branch into the code has the potential to be bypassed by the inherent nature of branch prediction. This is captured in our semantic model in that the reorder buffer does not encode control dependencies between a branch and instructions following that branch, allowing them to execute out of order with respect to each other. Our model therefore informed the design of our mitigations, since it forced us to assume that branches can no longer be trusted as security mechanisms in speculation. This realization led us to designing speculative safety checks that do not rely on branches. ; load array Figure 9 : Pervasive conditional masking
Array index masking
The intuition behind array index masking is to automatically insert additional arithmetic computations to force attacker-supplied out-of-bounds indices to be within bounds, even in misspeculated execution.
In the case of array accesses, the safety check already computes the expression index >= array.length. In our model, this condition is computed via a binop ge instruction that produces either 0 or 1 in a register, which is then used as input to a branch instruction. Following the branch instruction, on the success (in-bounds) path, we simply insert a multiplication of the index by the inverse of the condition, so that if the condition is true (i.e., the index is out-of-bounds), the attacker-chosen index is clamped to 0. Figure 8 shows the machine code that would be generated for Figure 6a with this mitigation enabled. The extra calculation is always a no-op in the architected path, so it strictly adds overhead, not only in code size, but in execution time. There is also a risk to being a no-op on the architected path, as an aggressively optimizing µ-architecture might even compile it away, reintroducing the original vulnerability in the pursuit of performance. In fact, in the course of our practical mitigation work in V8, an engineer introduced an optimization in the backend of V8's optimizing compiler that unwittingly removed Spectre mitigations inserted by the frontend.
Pervasive conditional masking
Array index accesses are just one of many types of safety checks inserted by language implementations. As we've seen, type checks, argument count checks, and others can constitute potential vulnerabilities. The logical extension of the array index masking technique is to use the conditions computed for any of these branches to compute a poison value that is used as an additional input to all loads that are control-dependent on the safety-check.
To implement general conditional masking, we reserve one otherwise unused register, denoted by r p , for the poison value. The register is initially set to 1, a value it will have whenever the processor is correctly speculating. We will instrument every branch target to update the poison register so that a misspeculation can still execute, but the poison register will be set to 0, so that the poison value can be used to destroy any sensitive information in misspeculation. In effect, we compute a redundant condition in dataflow in addition to control flow. In the true branch, we will mask the poison register with the condition register so that the poison register becomes 0 if the condition was 0 and in the false branch we set the poison register is set to 0 if the condition is 1. After instrumenting the branches to add to the running speculative poison, we will instrument all loads to consume the poison by masking every load's address with the poison register. An example of the generated code is shown in Figure 9 .
Proof sketch. To show correctness of this instrumentation, assuming that loads from address 0 are not secret, we will argue that if an execution in the speculative semantics (Section 3.1.4) loads memory location l, then there is an execution in the architecture that reads the same location. If the speculative execution reaches a load of memory location l and the load occurs in the reorder buffer before any misspeculation, then Theorem 1 guarantees the load is also reachable in the architecture model. If the load occurs after a mis-speculated branch in the reorder buffer, the instructions sequence following the branch must have updated the poison register to 0 and the load's address must have been multiplied with the poison, thus loading from address 0.
Pervasive indirect branch masking
To guard type safety across indirect branches, such as bytecode handler dispatch and virtual function dispatch, we need to extend masking even further. A poison is computed by comparing the expected target of the indirect branch with the reached target. To do so, we reserve a register r b to used for the target address of all indirect branches. All potential targets of indirect branches are instrumented to perform a branchless comparison of the current pc with r b , and use the result of this comparison to update the poison register r p .
Note that this mitigation strategy does not prevent mispredicted indirect branch speculation, but instead clears the poison register in the case of misspeculation, and relies on the masking of loads to prevent the speculative execution from accessing memory that could expose secret data. It also only prevents variant 1 indirect branch attacks. If an attacker can exploit a CPUs approximate prediction state, as in a variant 2 attack, they can train an indirect branch to alias with a location that isn't a indirect branch target, and therefore isn't instrumented with the indirect target poision computation and doesn't reset the poison register.
Mitigating Other Mispredictions
All previous mitigations rely on specially-crafted code to avoid either accessing or leaking information in misspeculation. Variant 2 unfortunately shows that some predictions allow attackers to take paths that aren't architecturally possible. Those paths are not under our control and hence cannot be made to include mitigations. The only solution is to avoid such predictors altogether. This has led to the suggested use of retpoline [17] , a construct that avoids using indirect branches altogether to block predictions from the branch target buffer. Unfortunately, this technique actually makes use of a second predictor, the return stack buffer, which happens to take priority on Intel CPUs. Retpolines do not work on other CPU models or architectures.
Variant 4 shows that loads can sometimes observe completely wrong values in speculation. This can lead to pointer crafting or using wrong addresses for indirect jumps. There is no real known way to mitigate this in software. Hardware manufacturers have provided mitigations in the form of a new offby-default mitigation by Intel [15] and AMD [2] , and two new barriers SSBB and PSSBB from ARM [4] that block loads from bypassing stores to the same virtual and physical address respectively.
Implementation in a Production JavaScript VM
As part of our offensive work, we developed proofs of concept in C++, JavaScript, and WebAssembly for all the reported vulnerabilities. We were able to leak over 1KB/s from variant 1 gadgets in C++ using rdtsc with 99.99% accuracy and over 10B/s from JavaScript using a low resolution timer. We demonstrated a potential 2.5KB/s variant 4 vunerability, but with low reliability, starting at 0.01% but amplifiable up to 20% through various techniques. We found that using shared memory to construct a timer worked well enough in JavaScript to measure individual cache hits and misses and exploit any of the known leaks.
As part of our defensive work, we implemented a number of the described mitigations in the V8 JavaScript virtual machine and evaluated their performance penalties. As we've noted, none of these mitigations provide comprehensive protection against Spectre, and so the mitigation space is a frustrating performance / protection trade-off.
We augmented every branch with an LFENCE instruction, which provides variant 1 protection 8 . The overhead was considerable, with a 2.8x slowdown on the Octane JavaScript benchmark (some line items up to 5x). We also experimented with the retpoline code sequence, inserting it into every generated indirect jump to protect against variant 2. Due to the dynamic nature of JavaScript, V8 emits a significant number of indirect jumps and so retpoline also has a high performance penalty of 1.52x slowdown on Octane. Disabling the emission of jump tables for WebAssembly has highly variable costs of up to 5x, but retpoline for all indirect calls costs only 0-2%.
In order to provide more performant mitigations, we took a tactical approach to target specific vulnerabilities. Implementing array masking incurs a 10% slowdown on Octane, while the more pervasive conditional poisoning using a reserved poison register (which protects against variant 1 type confusion) incurs a 19% slowdown on Octane. In addition we implemented pervasive indirect branch masking on the V8 interpreter's dynamic dispatch and on indirect function calls. This incurred negligible overhead on code optimized by V8's optimizing compiler, however with the optimizer disabled it incurs a 12% slowdown on V8's interpreter when running Octane. For WebAssembly, we implemented unconditional memory masking (by padding the memory to a power-of-2 size and always loading a mask), which incurs a 10-20% slowdown. For variant 4, we implemented a mitigation to zero the unused memory of the heap prior to allocation, which cost about 1% when done concurrently and 4% for scavenging.
Variant 4 defeats everything we could think of. We explored more mitigations for variant 4 but the threat proved to be more pervasive and dangerous than we anticipated. For example, stack slots used by the register allocator in the optimizing compiler could be subject to type confusion, leading to pointer crafting. Mitigating type confusion for stack slots alone would have required a complete redesign of the backend of the optimizing compiler, perhaps man years of work, without a guarantee of completeness. We recognized quickly that a compiler backend overhaul, a complete audit of the entire runtime system, and application of (not yet designed) mitigations in the C++ compiler for the VM's code itself were intractable for essentially any-sized codebase. For this reason we do not believe that variant 4 can be effectively mitigated in software, due not just to manpower, but a lack of architectural options, since reasoning about variant 4 requires the confounding assumption that in speculation, writes to memory may not be visible to subsequent reads at all.
A subset of the implemented mitigations shipped in successive Chrome releases from 64 to 67 and formed the initial primary defensive strategy. Timer mitigations were also shipped early, since they were an easy way to slow attackers. Accordingly, SharedArrayBuffer which represents concurrent shared memory and can be used to construct a timer, was disabled. In recognition of the fact that software mitigation is still an open problem for virtual machines, and that mitigations would also need to be applied to all of the millions of lines of C++ code in the browser, Chrome's defensive strategy shifted entirely to site isolation [7] , which sandboxes code from different origins in different processes, thus relying on hardware-enforced protection.
Conclusion
Spectre defeats an important layer of software security. The community has assumed for decades that programming language security enforced with static and dynamic checks could guarantee confidentiality between computations in the same address space. Our work has discovered there are numerous vulnerabilities in today's languages that when run on today's CPUs allow construction of the universal read gadget, which completely destroys language-enforced confidentiality. This paper has attempted to shed light on side-channels that have been hiding in simulators and CPUs, a fact that has received little attention in the past and is only now coming to the fore. Hardware/OS process isolation is needed now more than ever, as we predict that language mechanisms to enforce confidentiality will be constantly threatened by side-channels. From our first attempts at modeling recently-disclosed vulnerabilities to our work on software mitigations, it has become painfully obvious to us that we are facing three massive open problems:
1. Finding µ-architectural side channels requires enumerating and modeling relevant µ-state, a difficult task for processors that are closed source and full of valuable and carefully-guarded intellectual property.
2. Understanding vulnerabilities requires us to model how programs can manipulate and observe µ-state, which also requires us to understand complex µ-state in black-box processors.
3. Mitigating vulnerabilities is perhaps the most challenging of all, since efficient software mitigations needed for extant hardware seem to be in their infancy, and hardware mitigation for future designs is a completely open design problem.
Computer systems have become massively complex in pursuit of the seemingly number-one goal of performance. We've been extraordinarily successful at making them faster and more powerful, but also more complicated, facilitated by our many ways of creating abstractions. The tower of abstractions has allowed us to gain confidence in our designs through separate reasoning and verification, separating hardware from software, and introducing security boundaries. But we see again that our abstractions leak, side-channels exist outside of our models, and now, down deep in the hardware where we were not supposed to see, there are vulnerabilities in the very chips we deployed the world over. Our models, our mental models, are wrong; we have been trading security for performance and complexity all along and didn't know it. It is now a painful irony that today, defense requires even more complexity with software mitigations, most of which we know to be incomplete. And complexity makes these three open problems all that much harder. Spectre is perhaps, too appropriately named, as it seems destined to haunt us for a long time. 
